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Abstract
We present a Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithm to solve infinite horizon asymptotic Mean
Field Game (MFG) and Mean Field Control (MFC) problems. Our approach can be described as a
unified two-timescale Mean Field Q-learning: The same algorithm can learn either the MFG or the
MFC solution by simply tuning a parameter. The algorithm is in discrete time and space where the
agent not only provides an action to the environment but also a distribution of the state in order
to take into account the mean field feature of the problem. Importantly, we assume that the agent
can not observe the population’s distribution and needs to estimate it in a model-free manner. The
asymptotic MFG and MFC problems are presented in continuous time and space, and compared with
classical (non-asymptotic or stationary) MFG and MFC problems. They lead to explicit solutions in
the linear-quadratic (LQ) case that are used as benchmarks for the results of our algorithm.
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1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a branch of machine learning (ML) which studies the interactions of
an agent within an environment in order to maximize a reward signal. RL algorithms solve Markov
Decision Processes (MDP) based on trials and errors. At each time t, the agent observes the state of the
environment Xt and chooses an action At. Due to the agent’s action, the environment evolves to a state
Xt`1 and assigns a reward tt`1. The goal of the agent is to find the optimal strategy π which assigns to
each state of the environment the optimal action in order to maximize the aggregate discounted rewards.
A complete overview on the evolution of this field is given in [23]. The Q-learning method was introduced
by [24] to solve a discrete time MDP with finite state and action spaces. It is based on the evaluation
of the optimal action-value table, Qpx, aq, which represents the expected aggregate discounted rewards
when starting in state x and choosing the first action a, i.e.
Q˚px, aq “ max
π
E
«
8ÿ
t“0
e´βtrt`1
ˇˇˇ
X0 “ x,A0 “ a
ff
, (1)
where rt`1 “ rt`1pXt, πpXtqq. Since the state’s dynamics are unknown, the algorithm is characterized by
the trade-off between exploration of the environment and exploitation of the current available information.
This is accomplished by the implementation of an ǫ-greedy policy. The greedy action which maximizes
the immediate reward is chosen with probability 1´ ǫ and a random action otherwise, i.e.
πǫpxq “
"
a P UnifpAq with probability ǫ,
a˚ “ argmaxaPAQpx, aq with probability 1´ ǫ.
(2)
On the other hand, and to summarize, mean field games are the result of the application of mean
field techniques from physics into game theory. The mean field interaction is introduced to describe the
behavior of a large number N of symmetric players. The complexity of the system would be intractable
if we were to describe all the pairwise interactions. A solution to this problem is given by describing
the interactions of each player i with the empirical distribution of the other players. As the number of
players increases, the impact of each of them on the empirical distribution decreases. By the principle
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of propagation of chaos (law of large numbers) each player becomes asymptotically independent from
the others and its interaction is with its own distribution making the statistical structure of the system
simpler. A mean field problem can be distinguished between a mean field game and a mean field control
depending on the interaction among the players. The aim of a mean field game is to find an equivalent of
a Nash equilibrium in a non-cooperative N -player game when the number of players becomes large. On
the other hand, a mean field control problem analyzes the equilibrium in a cooperative game within a
large population. Since the seminal works by [17], and [16, 15], the research in mean field theory attracted
a huge interest. We refer to the extensive works by [7], and [3] for further details. Connections between
machine learning and mean field theory have been proposed in the recent literature. Some model-based
methods have first been introduced in [13, 8, 9] by combining neural network approximation tools and
stochastic gradient descent. Furthermore, model-free methods and links with reinforcement learning
have also attracted a surge of interest. [26] analyzes the benefits that a mean field (local) interaction
brings in a multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) algorithm when the number of player is finite.
[25] uses inverse reinforcement learning to learn the dynamics of a mean field game on a graph. [14]
defines a simulator based Q-learning algorithm to solve a mean field game with finite state and action
spaces. [22] designs a gradient based algorithm to solve cooperative games (MFC) and a two-timescale
approach to sove non-cooperative games (MFG) with finite state and action spaces, analogously to [20].
To learn MFG equilibria, the fictitious play scheme has been introduced in [6], assuming the best response
can be computed exactly. [11] analyses the propagation of error when the best response is computed
approximately in a model-free setting, while [21] extends the analysis of the fictitious play scheme in
continuous time.
In this paper, we propose a mean field Q-learning algorithm which is able to solve the mean field
game or mean field control problem depending on the tuning of the parameters and the rate of update
of the distribution. Differently from the approach developed by [14], the algorithm does not require a
simulator of the population simplifying its application to real world problems. It exploits the mean field
limit transposing the interaction of the player with the population to the interaction of the player with
herself.
In Section 2 we present the type of infinite horizon Asymptotic MFG and MFC problems that our
algorithm will address. For the sake of clarity, we present them in the popular continuous time and
space framework. Comparison with classical (non-asymptotic) and stationary problems are also made.
In the linear-quadratic case we derive explicit formulas in the Appendix A. In Section 3, we formulate the
corresponding Asymptotic MFG and MFC problems in discrete time and space and we recast them as a
two-timescale problem of Borkar’s type [4, 5]. The algorithm itself is presented in Section 4. In Section
5, we show numerical results with comparison to the benchmark case of linear-quadratic problems.
2 Mean Field Game and Mean Field Control Problems
We start by presenting three formulations of MFG and MFC problems: non-asymptotic, asymptotic,
and stationary. All these problems are on an infinite horizon and for the sake of simplicity, we present
them in a continuous time and space framework. This will also allow us to obtain simple formulas for
our benchmark examples in the Linear-Quadratic case. However, the Q-learning algorithms presented in
the following sections will deal with the asymptotic MFG and MFC problems in discrete time and space
which can be viewed on their own or as approximations of the corresponding problems in continuous time
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and space. Note that, as customary in the MFG literature, we minimize a cost instead of maximizing a
reward.
Let d, k be positive integers. Let f : Rd ˆ Rk ˆ PpRdq Ñ R be a running cost function, and let
b : RdˆRkˆPpRdq Ñ Rd be a drift function. Let σ ą 0 be a constant parameter linked to the volatility
and denote by W a standard d-dimensional Brownian motion. Let β ą 0 be a parameter linked to the
discount rate.
2.1 Non-asymptotic formulations
In the usual formulation for time-dependent MFG and MFC, the interactions between the players are
through the distribution of states at the current time. More precisely, in a MFG, one typically looks for
pαˆ, µˆq where µˆ “ pµˆtqtě0 is a flow of distributions, such that the following two conditions hold:
1. αˆ is the minimizer of
α ÞÑ JMFGpα; µˆq “ E
„ż `8
0
e´βtfpXα,µˆt , αpt,Xα,µˆt q, µˆtq dt

,
where the process Xα,µˆ follows the dynamics given by the SDE
dX
α,µˆ
t “ bpXα,µˆt , αpt,Xα,µˆt q, µˆtqdt` σdWt,
with initial distribution Xα,µˆ0 „ µ0;
2. Fixed point: µˆt “ LpXαˆ,µˆt q for every t ě 0 where LpXq denotes the law of X.
In a MFC, the goal is to find α˚ such that the following condition holds: α˚ is the minimizer of
α ÞÑ JMFCpαq “ E
„ż `8
0
e´βtfpXαt , αpt,Xαt q,LpXαt qq dt

,
where the process Xα solves the McKean–Vlasov SDE
dXαt “ bpXαt , αpt,Xαt q,LpXαt qqdt` σdWt,
with initial distribution Xα0 „ µ0.
Note that the objective function in the MFC setting can be written in terms of the objective function
in the MFG as:
JMFCpαq “ JMFGpα;µαq,
where µα “ LpXα. q. However, in general
JMFCpα˚q ‰ JMFGpαˆ; µˆq.
In these two problems, in general, the equilibrium control αˆ or the optimal control α˚ depend on
time due to the dependence of b and f over the flow, which evolves with time.
Although these are the usual formulations of MFG and MFC problems, in order to draw connections
with reinforcement learning more directly, we turn our attention to formulations in which the control
is independent of time. That is the case in some applications, but, roughly speaking,it is in the spirit
of an individual player trying to optimally join a crowd of players already in the long-time asymptotic
equilibrium. This will be made more precise in the following section.
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2.2 Asymptotic formulations
We consider the following MFG problem: Find pαˆ, µˆq such that the following two conditions hold:
1. αˆ is the minimizer of
α ÞÑ JAMFGpα; µˆq “ E
„ż `8
0
e´βtfpXα,µˆt , αpXα,µˆt q, µˆq dt

,
where the process Xα,µˆ follows the SDE
dX
α,µˆ
t “ bpXα,µˆt , αpXα,µˆt q, µˆqdt` σdWt,
with initial distribution Xα,µˆ0 „ µ0;
2. µˆ “ limtÑ`8 LpXαˆ,µˆt q.
We stress that in this problem the control is a function of the state only and does not depend on
time since b and f depend only on the limiting distribution.
Intuitively, it corresponds to the situation in which an infinitesimal player wants to join a crowd of
players who are already in the asymptotic regime (as time goes to infinity). This stationary distribution
is a Nash equilibrium if the new player joining the crowd has no interest in deviating from this asymptotic
behavior.
We also consider the following MFC problem: Find α˚ such that the following condition holds: α˚
is the minimizer of
α ÞÑ JAMFCpαq “ E
„ż `8
0
e´βtfpXαt , αpXαt q, µαq dt

,
where the process Xα solves the McKean–Vlasov SDE
dXαt “ bpXt, αpXαt q, µαqdt` σdWt,
with initial distribution Xα0 „ µ0, and µα “ limtÑ`8 LpXαt q.
Here too, the control is independent of time since b and f depends only on the limiting distribution.
Intuitively, this problem can be viewed as the one posed to a central planner who wants to find the
optimal stationary distribution such that the cost for the society is minimal when a new agent joins the
crowd.
Note that in this formulation again, the objective function in the MFC setting can be written in
terms of the objective function in the MFG as:
JAMFCpαq “ JAMFGpα;µαq,
where µα “ limtÑ`8 LpXαt q.
Remark 1. Although the AMFG and AMFC problems in this section are defined using an initial dis-
tribution µ0, one expects that under suitable conditions, ergodicity in particular, the optimal control is
independent of the initial distribution.
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2.3 Stationary formulations
Another formulation with controls independent of time consists in looking at the situation in which the
new agent joining the crowd starts with a position drawn according to the ergodic distribution of the
equilibrium control or the optimal control. This type of problems has been considered e.g. in [14, 22]
and can be described as follows.
The stationary MFG problem is to find pαˆ, µˆq such that the following two conditions hold:
1. αˆ is the minimizer of
α ÞÑ JSMFGpα; µˆq “ E
„ż `8
0
e´βtfpXα,µˆt , αpXα,µˆt q, µˆq dt

,
where the process Xα,µˆ follows the SDE
dX
α,µˆ
t “ bpXα,µˆt , αpXα,µˆt q, µˆqdt` σdWt,
and starts with distribution Xα,µˆ0 „ µˆ;
2. The process Xαˆ,µˆ admits µˆ as invariant distribution and µˆ “ LpXαˆ,µˆt q for all t ě 0.
The key difference with the Asymptotic MFG formulation is that here the process starts with the
invariant distribution µˆ. The control is a function of the state only and does not depend of time since b
and f depend only on this stationary distribution.
The stationary MFC problem is defined as follows: find α˚ such that the following condition holds:
α˚ is the minimizer of
α ÞÑ JSMFCpαq “ E
„ż `8
0
e´βtfpXαt , αpXαt q, µαq dt

,
where the process Xα solves the McKean–Vlasov SDE
dXαt “ bpXt, αpXαt q, µαqdt` σdWt,
with initial distribution Xα0 „ µα, and such that µα is the invariant distribution of Xα.
2.4 Connecting the three formulations
Denoting by αˆMFG, αˆAMFG and αˆSMFG the MFG equilibrium strategies respectively in the non-asymptotic,
asymptotic and stationary formulations, we expect#
αˆMFGpt, xq Ñ αˆAMFGpxq, @x, as tÑ `8,
αˆAMFGpxq “ αˆSMFGpxq, @x. (3)
Similarly denoting by α˚MFC , α˚AMFC and α˚SMFC the MFC optimal controls respectively in the
non-asymptotic, asymptotic and stationary formulations, we expect#
α˚MFCpt, xq Ñ α˚AMFCpxq, @x, as tÑ `8,
α˚AMFCpxq “ α˚SMFCpxq, @x. (4)
These conjectures in continuous time and space are substantiated by the following result in a finite space.
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Theorem 1. Let A be the set of admissible controls such that the process pXαt qtě0 is an irreducible
Markov process on a finite space. If a solution for the asymptotic MFG (resp. MFC) exists, then it is
equal to the solution of the corresponding stationary MFG (resp. MFC) and vice versa.
Proof. Case MFG. Let’s consider the pair pαˆ, µˆq solution of an AMFG. The optimal control αˆ is an
optimizer over the set of admissible controls such that the process pXαt qtě0 is an irreducible Markov
process and admits a limiting distribution which is then unique. Thus, the solution of the AMFG
matches the solution of the SMFG and vice-versa. A similar reasoning can be provided in the MFC
case.
3 A unified view of learning for MFG and MFC
In this section we draw a connection between MFG, MFC, Q-learning and Borkar’s two timescale ap-
proach [4, 5].
The definitions of MFG and MFC reveal that the two formulations are very similar and both involve
an optimization and a distribution. This leads to the idea of designing an iterative procedure which
would update the value function and the distribution. However, in the MFG, the distribution is frozen
during the optimization and then a fixed point condition is enforced, whereas in MFC the distribution
is directly linked to the control,which implies that it should change instantaneously at each change of
the control function. Hence the updates should be done differently for both problems: in a MFG, the
value function should be updated in an inner loop and the distribution in an outer loop, while it should
be the converse for MFC. More generally, we can update both functions in turn but at different rates.
In MFG, the distribution should be updated at a lower rate than the value function. In MFC, it should
be the converse. In the rest of this subsection, we formalize these ideas.
3.1 Finite space setting
For simplicity of presentation, let us consider a finite state model. Let X and A be finite sets corre-
sponding to states and actions. Let ∆|X | be the simplex in dimension |X |. We think of the state and
action spaces as discretized versions of the continuous spaces (truncated if needed) used in the previous
section. We use a discrete time setting and we think of the time steps as a discretized version of the
continuous time setting using a uniform grid, say tn “ n ˆ∆t, n “ 0, 1, 2, . . . for some small time step
∆t ą 0. Hence Xn in this section is interpreted as an approximation of the state at time tn.
Consider the state dynamics given by: for every x, x1 P X , for every a P A, for every µ P ∆|X |, denote
by
ppx1|x, a, µq,
the probability to jump to state x1 when starting from state x and using action a and when the population
distribution is µ.
Denoting by γ P r0, 1q a discount factor (γn is interpreted as e´βtn “ e´βn∆t where β is the discount
coefficient in the continuous time setting of the previous section) and taking a stationary formulation
for simplicity, consider the MFG cost function given by
rJMFGpα;µq “ E«`8ÿ
n“0
γnfpXαn , αpXαn q, µq
ff
,
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where Xα has initial distribution µ0 given and dynamics
PpXαn`1 “ x1|Xαn “ x, αpXαn q “ aq “ ppx1|x, a, µq.
Given a population distribution µ, the value function of an infinitesimal player is
VMFGµ pxq “ infα V
α
µ pxq, where VMFG,αµ pxq “ E
«
`8ÿ
n“0
γnfpXα,µn , αpXα,µn q, µq
ˇˇˇ
X
α,µ
0 “ x
ff
.
Note that rJMFGpα;µq “ EX0„µ0rV MFG,αµ pX0qs.
On the other hand, consider also the MFC cost function
rJMFCpαq “ E«`8ÿ
n“0
γnfpXαn , αpXαn q, µαq
ff
,
where µα “ limnÑ`8 LpXαn q is the limiting distribution of Xα, which has initial distribution µ0 given
and dynamics
PpXαn`1 “ x1|Xαn “ x, αpXαn q “ aq “ ppx1|x, a, µαq.
Since the dynamics is of MKV type, in general, the value function in a MFC problem is the value function
of the social planner and it takes the distribution µ as input, see e.g. [18, 19, 10]. However, when the
population is already distributed according to the invariant distribution µα generated by a control α, the
cost-to-go of an infinitesimal agent starting at position x and using control α too is simply a function of
its position and is given by
VMFC,αpxq “ E
«
`8ÿ
n“0
γnfpXαn , αpXαn q, µαq
ˇˇˇ
Xα0 “ x
ff
.
For ease of presentation, we view an element µ of the simplex as a vector, and for each µ we introduce
Pµ the transition matrix of the state process’s distribution when the population distribution is µ. Note
that it is the same matrix for both problems, the only difference being the population distribution.
3.2 Action-value function
Instead of looking at the value function V as in a PDE approach for optimal control, we look at the
action-value function, also called Q function, which takes as inputs not only a state x but also and action
a. Intuitively, in a standard (non mean-field) MDP, this function quantifies the optimal cost-to-go of
an agent starting at x and using action a for the first step. In other words, the value of px, aq is the
the cost of using a when in state a, plus the minimal cost possible after that, i.e. the cost induced by
using the optimal control; see e.g. [23, Chapter 3] for more details. For an MDP with running cost f
and transition probability p, it is defined as: for all px, aq P X ˆA,
Qpx, aq “ fpx, aq `
ÿ
x1PX
ppx1|x, aqmin
a1
Qpx1, a1q.
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The corresponding value function V is given by:
V pxq “ inf
a
Qpx, aq.
One of the main advantages of computing the Q function instead of the V function is that from the
former, one can directly recover the optimal control, given by arg infaQpx, aq.
In the context of a MFG, we can view the problem faced by an infinitesimal agent among the crowd
as an MDP parameterized by the population distribution. Hence, given a population distribution µ,
standard RL techniques can be applied to compute the Q-function of an infinitesimal agent against this
given µ.
Then, the Q-function is defined as follows, for a given µ: for all px, aq P X ˆA,
Qµpx, aq “ fpx, a, µq `
ÿ
x1PX
ppx1|x, a, µqmin
a1
Qpx1, a1q.
This function characterizes the optimal cost-to-go for an agent starting at state x, using action a for the
first step, and then acting optimally for the rest of the time steps, while the population distribution is
given by µ (for every time step).
3.3 Unification through a two timescale approach
The goal is now to design a learning procedure which can approximate, for either MFG or MFC, not only
Q but also the corresponding µ. For MFG, the usual fixed point iterations are on the distribution and at
each iteration, the best response against this distribution (which can be deduced from the corresponding
Q table) is computed. For MFC, the iterations are on the control (here again, it can be deduced from
the Q table) and the distribution corresponding to this control is computed at each iteration. Instead
of completely freezing the distribution (resp. the control) in the first case (resp. the second case), we
can imagine that letting it evolve at a slow rate would still lead to the same limit. In other words, the
definition of MFG and MFC seem to lie at the two opposite sides of a spectrum.
Based on this viewpoint, we consider the following iterative procedure, where both variables (Q
and µ) are updated at each iteration but with different rates. Starting from an initial guess pQ0, µ0q P
R
|X |ˆ|A| ˆ∆|X |, define iteratively: #
Qk`1 “ Qk ` ρQk T pQk, µkq,
µk`1 “ µk ` ρµkPpQk, µkq,
(5a)
(5b)
where #
T pQ,µqpx, aq “ fpx, a, µq ` γřx1 ppx1|x, a, µqmina1 Qpx1, a1q ´Qpx, aq,
PpQ,µqpxq “ pµPQ,µqpxq ´ µpxq,
with
PQ,µpx1, xq “ ppx1|x, argmin
a
Qpx, aq, µq, and pµPQ,µqpxq “
ÿ
x0
µpx0qPQ,µpx0, xq,
is the transition matrix when the population distribution is µ and the agent uses the optimal control
according to Q.
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If ρµk ă ρQk , the Q-function evolves faster, while it is the converse if ρµk ą ρQk . This suggests that
these two regimes could converge to different limit points. These ideas have been studied by Borkar [4, 5]
in connection with reinforcement learning methods under the name of two timescales approach. More
precisely, from Borkar [5, Chapter 6, Theorem 2], we expect to have the following two situations (the
rigorous proof of convergence of this iterative procedure will be provided in a forthcoming work [1]):
• If ρµk ă ρQk (and some extra suitable conditions), the system (5a)–(5b) tracks the ODE system$&% 9Qt “
1
ǫ
T pQt, µtq,
9µt “ PpQt, µtq.
Hence, for any fixed µ˜, the solution of
9Qt “ 1
ǫ
T pQt, µ˜q,
is expected to converge to an equilibrium Qµ˜ such that T pQµ˜, µ˜q “ 0, meaning that Q is the value
function of an infinitesimal agent facing the crowd distribution µ˜. Then the second ODE becomes
9µt “ PpQµt , µtq,
which is expected to converge to µ8 satisfying
PpQµ8 , µ8q “ 0.
This condition means that µ8 and the associated control given by αˆpxq “ argminaQµ8px, aq form
a Nash equilibrium.
• If ρµk ą ρQk (and some extra suitable conditions), the system (5a)–(5b) tracks the ODE system$’&’%
9Qt “ T pQt, µtq,
9µt “ 1
ǫ
PpQt, µtq.
Here, for any fixed Q˜, the solution of
9µt “ 1
ǫ
PpQ˜, µtq,
is expected to converge to an equilibrium µQ˜ such that T pQ˜, µQ˜q “ 0, meaning that µ is the
asymptotic distribution of a population in which every agent uses control α˜pxq “ argmina Q˜px, aq.
Then the first ODE becomes
9Qt “ 1
ǫ
T pQt, µQtq,
which is expected to converge to Q8 such that
T pQ8, µQ8q “ 0.
This condition means that the control αˆpxq “ argminaQ8px, aq is a MFC optimum for the asymp-
totic formulation and the induced optimal distribution is µQ8 .
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3.4 Stochastic approximation
The above (deterministic) algorithm relies on the operators T and P which, in many practical situations
are not known, for instance because the agent does not know for sure the dynamics or the reward function.
In such situations, the agent can only rely on random samples (more details are provided in the next
section). The algorithm can be modified to account for such stochastic approximations. Indeed, let us
assume that, for any Q,µ, x, a, the agent can know the value fpx, a, µq and can sample a realization of
the random variable
X 1x,a,µ „ pp¨|x, a, µq.
Then she can compute the realization of the following random variables qTQ,µ,x,a and qPQ,µ,x,a taking
values respectively in R and ∆|X |:
qTQ,µ,x,a “ fpx, a, µq ` γmin
a1
QpX 1x,a,µ, a1q ´Qpx, aq,
and qPQ,µ,x,apx2q “ 1tX1x,a,µ“x2u, @x2 P X .
Observe that
ErqTQ,µ,x,as “ÿ
x1
ppx1|x, a, µq
„
fpx, a, µq ` γmin
a1
Qpx1, a1q ´Qpx, aq

“ T pQ,µqpx, aq, (8)
and
Er qPQ,µ,x,apx2qs “ÿ
x1
ppx1|x, a, µq1tx1“x2u “ ppx2|x, a, µq.
If the starting point x comes from a random variable X „ µ and if a is chosen to be an optimal action
at X according to the table Q, i.e., a P argminAQpX, ¨q, then we obtain
Er qPQ,µ,X,argminaQpX,aqpx2qs “ÿ
x
µpxq
ÿ
x1
ppx1|x, argmin
a
Qpx, aq, µq1tx1“x2u
“
ÿ
x
µpxqppx2|x, argmin
a
Qpx, aq, µq
“ PpQ,µqpx2q. (9)
We can thus replace the deterministic updates (5a)–(5b) by the following stochastic ones, starting
from some initial Q0, µ0: for k “ 0, 1, . . . ,$’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’%
Qk`1px, aq “ Qkpx, aq ` ρQk qTQk,µk ,x,a
“ Qk ` ρQk T pQk, µkqpx, aq `Tkpx, aq, @px, aq P X ˆA,
Xk „ µk,
µk`1pxq “ µkpxq ` ρµk qPQk,µk,Xk,argminaQpXk,aqpxq
“ µkpxq ` ρµkPpQk, µkqpxq `Pkpxq, @x P X
(10a)
(10b)
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where we introduced the notation:
T
kpx, aq “ ρQk
´qTQk,µk,x,a ´ T pQk, µkqpx, aq¯, @px, aq,
and
P
kpxq “ ρµk
´ qPQk,µk,Xk,argminaQkpXk,aqpxq ´ PpQk, µkqpxq¯, @x,
with Xk sampled from µk. Note that T
k and Pk are martingales by the above remarks, see (8)–(9).
Hence under suitable conditions, we expect convergence to hold by classical stochastic approximation
results [5].
However, the procedure (10a)–(10b) is synchronous (it updates all the coefficients of the Q-table
and the distribution at each iteration k) and it requires having access to a generative model, i.e., to a
simulator which can provide samples of transitions drawn according to pp¨|x, a, µkq for arbitrary state
x. In the next section, we propose a procedure with a more restricted setting, which uses episodes: In
each episode, the learner is constrained to follow the trajectory sampled by the environment without
choosing arbitrarily its state.
4 Reinforcement Learning Algorithm
As recalled in the Introduction, RL studies the algorithms to solve a Markov decision process (MDP)
based on trials and errors. An MDP can be described through the interactions of an agent with an
environment. At each time tn, the agent observes its current state Xtn P X and chooses an action
Atn P A. Due to the agent’s action, the environment provides the new state of the agent Xtn`1 and
incurs a cost ftn`1 . The goal of the agent is to find an optimal strategy (or policy) π
˚ which assigns
to each state an action in order to minimize the aggregated discounted costs. The idea is then to
design methods which allow the agent to learn (an approximation of) π˚ by making repeated use of
the environment’s outputs but without knowing how the environment produces the new state and the
associated cost. A detailed overview of this field can be found in [23] (although RL methods are often
presented with reward maximization objectives, we consider cost minimization problems for the sake
of consistency with the MFG literature). One of the most popular procedure is Q-learning [24]. It is
based on the evaluation of the optimal action-value function Q˚px, aq, similar to (1), up to a change of
sign since we consider a cost f and a minimization problem instead of a reward r and a maximisation
problem, namely,
Q˚px, aq “ min
π
E
«
8ÿ
n“0
e´βtnftn`1pXtn , πpXtnqq
ˇˇˇ
Xt0 “ x,At0 “ a
ff
,
which represents the optimal expected aggregated discounted costs when starting in the state x and
choosing the first action to be a. The optimal action at state x is provided by the argmin of Q˚px, ¨q,
i.e., π˚pxq “ argminAQ˚px, ¨q. However Q˚ is a priori unknown. In order to learn Q˚ by trials and
errors, an approximate version Q of the table Q˚ is constructed through an iterative procedure. At each
step, an action is taken, which leads to a cost and to a new state. On the one hand, it is interesting
to act efficiently in order to avoid high costs, and on the other hand it is important to improve the
quality of the table Q by trying actions and states which have not been visited many times so far. This
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is the so-called exploitation–exploration trade-off. The trade-off between exploration of the unknown
environment and exploitation of the currently available information is taken care of by an ǫ-greedy policy
based on Q. The algorithm chooses the action that minimizes the immediate cost with probability 1´ ǫ,
and a random action otherwise, as in (2) with an argmin.
4.1 U2-MF-QL : Unified Two Timescales Mean Field Q-learning
In order to apply the RL paradigm to mean field problems, the first step consists in defining the con-
nection between these two frameworks. In a MFG (resp. a MFC) the goal of a typical agent is to find
the pair pπ˚, µ˚q where π˚ : X ÞÑ A represents the equilibrium (resp. optimal) strategy which assigns at
each state the equilibrium (resp. optimal) action in order to minimize the aggregated discounted costs
and µ˚ is the ergodic distribution of the population at equilibrium (resp. optimum). The traditional
definition of an MDP based on the pair agent - environment is augmented with the distribution of the
population. In this new framework, the agent corresponds to the representative player of the mean field
problem.
We now define the type of environment to which the agent is assumed to have access. A key difference
with prior works on RL for mean field problems is that we do not assume that agent can witness the
evolution of the population’s distribution. Instead, the agent will have to estimate the distribution of
the population by exploiting the symmetric property of the problem. Indeed, when the system is at
equilibrium the law of the representative player matches the distribution of the population. As showed
in the diagram of Figure 1, at each time tn, the agent observes its current state Xtn P X , chooses an
action Atn P A. The distribution µtn must also be provided to the environment as an input, but no new
distribution is output by the environment. Provided with the choice of the action and the estimate of
the distribution by the agent, the environment generates the new state of the agent Xtn`1 and assigns
a cost ftn`1 .
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Figure 1: MDP with Mean Field interactions: Interaction of the representative agent with the environ-
ment. When the current state of the environment is Xtn , given a distribution µtn and an action Atn ,
the environment produces the new state Xtn`1 and incurs a cost ftn`1 calculated by starting from the
current state of the environment Xtn and using the transition controlled by Atn and parameterized by
µtn .
The algorithm contains successive episodes and the environment can be reset at the beginning of each
episode, meaning that at the agent can pick a new starting point Xt0 . This type of learning setting gives
more power to the agent than in online learning (where the agent is bound to follow a single trajectory),
but it is already more realistic than a setting in which the agent can choose the starting point at every
learning step. For more details see Algorithm 1. Within a given episode, the environment provides the
next state of the agent Xtn`1 and assigns the cost ftn`1 given the triple pXtn , Atn , µtnq. In other words,
the environment consists of the dynamics of the agent and the cost structure. The case of our interest
corresponds to the one in which the dynamics of the agent and the cost structure are unknown. In this
way, introducing the RL paradigm is equivalent to define a data driven approach to solve mean field
models which may scale their applicability to real world problems.
In contrast with standard Q-learning, since in the mean field framework the cost function also depends
on the distribution of the population, the goal here consists in learning the optimal strategy together
with the corresponding ergodic distribution of the population, i.e. pαˆ, µˆq in the MFG setting and pα˚, µ˚q
in the MFC setting. Based on the intuition provided in Section 3 related to the two timescale approach,
we propose the following algorithm. At each step, we update the Q-table at the observed state-action
pair QpXtn , Atnq. With a different learning rate, we update the estimation of the distribution based on
the operator δ : X ÞÑ ∆|X | which maps the next observed state Xtn`1 P X to the relative one-hot vector
measure.
The Unified Two Timescales Mean Field Q-learning (U2-MF-QL) algorithm represents a unified
approach to solve mean field problems. On the one hand, by choosing the learning rate for the distribution
of the population slower than the one for the Q-table, we obtain the solution to the MFG problem.
Similarly to the scheme presented in Section 3, the iterations in Q perceive the quantity µ as quasi-static
mimicking the freezing of the flow of measures characteristic in the solving scheme of a MFG. On the
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Algorithm 1 Unified Two Timescales Mean Field Q-learning - Tabular version
Require: τ “ tt0 “ 0, . . . , t|τ |´1 “ T u with t0 “ 0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă t|τ |´1 “ T : time steps,
X “ tx0, . . . , x|X |´1u : finite state space,
A “ ta0, . . . , a|A|´1u : finite action space,
µ0 : initial distribution of the representative player,
tǫnun“0,...,|τ |´1 : time-decaying factor related to the ǫ´greedy policy,
tolµ, tolQ : break rule tolerances.
1: Initialization: Q0px, aq “ 0 for all px, aq P X ˆA, µ0tn “
”
1
|X | , . . . ,
1
|X |
ı
for n “ 0, . . . , |τ | ´ 1
2: for each episode k “ 1, 2, . . . do
3: Initialization: Sample Xt0 „ µk´1T and set Qk ” Qk´1
4: for nÐ 0 to |τ | ´ 1 do
5: Update µ:
µktn “ µk´1tn ` ρµkpδpXtn q ´ µk´1tn q where δpXtnq “
”
1x0pXtnq, . . . ,1x|X˜ |´1pXtnq
ı
6: Choose action Atn using the ǫn-greedy policy derived from Q
kpXtn , ¨q
Observe cost ftn`1 “ fpXtn , Atn , µktnq and state Xtn`1 provided by the environment
7: Update Q:
QkpXtn , Atnq “ QkpXtn , Atnq ` ρQk,n,Xtn ,Atn rftn`1 ` γmina1PAQkpXtn`1 , a1q ´QkpXtn , Atnqs
8: end for
9: if ||µk ´ µk´1|| ď tolµ and }Qk ´Qk´1} ă tolQ then
10: break
11: end if
12: end for
other hand, by choosing the learning rate for the mean faster than the one for the Q-table, we obtain the
solution to the MFC problem. This choice of the parameters guarantees that the distribution changes
instantaneously for each variation of the control function (Q-table) replicating the structure of the MFC
problem.
4.2 Application to continuous problems
The application of the algorithm U2-MF-QL can be extended to continuous problems. Such adaptation
requires truncation and discretization procedures to time, state and actions which should be calibrated
based on the specific problem.
In practice, the time steps τ “ ttnunPt0,...,|τ |´1u will be uniformly spaced and correspond to a dis-
cretization of a time interval r0, T s with T large enough. The environment will provide the new state and
reward at these discrete times. We assume that t|τ | is large enough to reach the ergodic regime. The state
may be provided in a continuous space which will be projected on a finite set X “ tx0, . . . , x|X |´1u Ă Rd.
Likewise, actions will be provided to the environment in a finite set A “ ta0, . . . , a|A|´1u Ă Rk, and the
agent estimates the projected distribution µ on the set X . Then Algorithm 1 is ran on those spaces.
We will use the benchmark linear-quadratic models given in continuous time and space for which we
have explicit formulas given in Appendix A. In that case, we use an Euler discretization of the dynamics
followed by a projection on X . We do not address here the error of approximation since the purpose of
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this comparison with a benchmark is mainly for illustration purpose.
5 Numerical experiments
In this section we illustrate our algorithm on a benchmark problem which admits an analytical solution.
5.1 Benchmark problem
We illustrate our algorithm on the following model, in which the mean-field interactions are through the
first moment. We take
fpx, α, µq “ 1
2
α2 ` c1 px´ c2mq2 ` c3 px´ c4q2 ` c5m2, bpx, α, µq “ α, (11)
where m “ ş
X
xµpxqdx. Here the parameters c2, c4 P R and c1, c3, c5 P R` are constant. In this model
the drift is simply the control, while the running cost can be understood as follows: the first term is
a quadratic cost for controlling the diffusion, the second term incorporates mean field interactions and
encourage the agents to be close to c2m (if c2 “ 1, this has a mean-reverting effect), the third term
creates an incentive for each agent to be close to the target position c4, and the fourth term penalizes the
population when its mean m is far away from zero. We thus obtain a complex combination of various
effects, which can be balanced depending on the choice of parameters.
We consider both the corresponding MFG and MFC problems in the asymptotic formulation. The
details on the solutions of these problems and their connection to the non-asymptotic formulation are
given in the appendix.
5.2 Numerical results
We present the results obtained by applying the U2-MF-QL algorithm to the mean field problems based
on the running cost and drift specified in (11). These results show how the algorithm successfully learns
the MFG solution or the MFC solution based on simply tuning the learning rates. Moreover, this shows
that the algorithm manages to solve problems defined on continuous time and continuous state, action
spaces even though it is conceived for discrete problems. Such applications require to apply truncation
and discretization procedures to time, state and actions which should be calibrated on a problem base.
We consider the problem defined by the choice of parameters: c1 “ 0.25, c2 “ 0.6, c3 “ 0.50,
c4 “ 1.5, c5 “ 5 and discount parameter β “ 1. The infinite time horizon is truncated at time
T “ 20. The continuous time is discretized using step ∆t “ 10´2. The action space is given by
A “ ta0 “ ´1, . . . , aNA “ 1u and the state space by X “ tx0 “ ´2 ` xc, . . . , xNX “ 2 ` xcu, where
xc is the center of the state space. The step size for the discretization of the spaces X˜ 0, A, and X is
given by ∆. “
?
∆t “ 10´1. The state space X and the action space A have been chosen large enough
to make sure that the state is within the boundary most of the time. In practice, this would have to be
calibrated in a model-free way through experiments. In this example, for the numerical experiments, we
used the knowledge of the model. In particular, we choose xc “ 1 for the MFG example and xc “ 0.1 in
the MFC example. Note that if the problem under consideration is posed on finite spaces, this issue does
not occur since the domain is fixed. The exploitation-exploration trade off is tackled on each episode
using an ǫ´greedy policy. In particular, the value of epsilon is fixed to ´1.
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Based on the theoretical results given in [12], we define the learning rates appearing in Algorithm 1
as follows:
ρ
Q
k,n,x,a “
1
p1`#|px, a, k, nq|qωQ
, ρ
µ
k “
1
p1` kqωµ , (12)
where #|px, a, k, nq| is the number of times that the algorithm visited state x and performed action a
until episode k and time tn. The exponent ω
Q can take values in p1
2
, 1q. The value of ωµ is chosen
depending on the value of ωQ and the cooperative or competitive nature of the problem we want to
solve. The algorithm is run over 80 thousands episodes over the interval r0, T s.
Figures 2, 3: comparison of the learning rates. The solution of the MFG benchmark is reached
based on the choice pωQ, ωµq “ p0.55, 0.85q such that ρµ ă ρQ. As pointed out in section 3.3, by
satisfying this relation the Q function evolves faster than the estimation of the distribution mimicking
the solving scheme of a MFG. On the other hand, the solution of the MFC benchmark can be obtained
by opting for the pair of parameters pωQ, ωµq “ p0.65, 0.15q such that ρµ ą ρQ. For illustration purpose,
we suppose that #|px, a, k, 1q| “ k. The x´axis refer to the episode. The y´axis represents the rate
evaluated at episode k.
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Figure 2: MFG: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.55, 0.85q
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Figure 3: MFC: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.65, 0.15q
We present the following results for both the MFG and MFC benchmark examples:
1. comparison of the learned controls with the theoretical optimal controls,
2. L2-error in the approximation of the control function w.r.t. the ergodic law µˆ,
3. evolution of the estimated mean with respect to time and iterations,
4. error in the approximation of the mean.
Figures 4, 5,6, 7: controls and distributions learned by the algorithm. The controls and
the distribution learned by the algorithm are compared with the theoretical solution obtained in the
appendix A. The x´axis represents the state variable x. The left y´axis relates to the action αpxq.
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The right y´axis refers to the probability mass µpxq. The red (black) line shows the theoretical control
function for the MFG (MFC) problem. The blue dots are the controls learned by the algorithm. It is
possible to observe that the algorithm converges to different solutions based on the choice of the pair
pωQ, ωµq. On the left, the choice pωQ, ωµq “ p0.55, 0.85q produces the approximation of the solution
of the MFG. On the right, the set of parameters pωQ, ωµq “ p0.65, 0.15q lets the algorithm learn the
solution of the MFC problem. In Figures 4 , 4 the learned controls and the learned ergodic distribution
is averaged over 10 runs. In Figures 4 , 4 the learned controls and the learned distribution µT is averaged
over 10 runs. In Figures 6 , 6 the learned controls and the learned distribution µT is averaged over 10
runs and the last 25% of all episodes.
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Figure 4: MFG: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.55, 0.85q
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Figure 5: MFC: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.65, 0.15q
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Figure 6: MFG: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.55, 0.85q
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Figure 7: MFC: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.65, 0.15q
Figures 8, 9: L2-error on the control. A metric used to evaluate the numerical results consists in
the L2-error of the controls learned by episode k compared with the theoretical solution based on the
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ergodic distribution, i.e. for instance for the MFG:
errorpkq “ 1
#runs
#runsÿ
i“0
|X |´1ÿ
j“0
pαi,kpxjq ´ αˆpxjqq2µˆpxq.
The integration with respect to µˆ assigns more weight to the error where the ergodic distribution is
more concentrated, that is where accuracy is more important. For the MFC, we replace αˆ, µˆ by α˚, µ˚
respectively. The x´axis represents the number of episodes used for learning. The y´axis represents
the L2-error averaged over 10 runs (solid line) and its standard deviation (shaded region).
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Figure 8: MFG: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.55, 0.85q
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Figure 9: MFC: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.65, 0.15q
Figures 10, 11, 12, 13: evolution of the mean. Figures 10, 11 show the evolution of the
mean with respect to the number of episodes used for learning. The x´axis represents the number of
episodes. The y´axis refers to the value of the estimated mean at episode k. Each curve corresponds to
the estimation at a different time stamp in the episode. The black horizontal line shows the theoretical
ergodic mean. The plot on the left shows the results for the MFG case. On the right, the equivalent
plot is provided for the MFC case. It is possible to observe the different nature of the two problems. In
the MFG, the learning rate ρµ “ 1p1`kqωµ defined by choosing ωµ “ 0.85 lets to a smooth convergence of
the learned mean to its theoretical value mˆ “ 0.8. For the MFC case, the value ωµ “ 0.15 leads to an
oscillating behaviour of the learned mean around its target mˆ “ 0.05. Figures 12, 13 show the evolution
of the mean with respect to time. The x´axis represents the time stamp in the episode at which the
mean is calculated. The y´axis refers to the value of the estimated mean. Each curve corresponds to
the estimation learned after a different number of episodes. It is possible to observe how the estimated
mean gets closer to its theoretical value and less oscillating by increasing the number of episodes.
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Figure 10: MFG: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.55, 0.85q
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Figure 11: MFC: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.65, 0.15q
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Figure 12: MFG: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.55, 0.85q
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Figure 13: MFC: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.65, 0.15q
Figures 14, 15: error on the ergodic mean. The last metric used to evaluate the numerical
results consists in the squared error of the learned ergodic mean compared with its theoretical value
obtained in Appendix A averaged over the total numbers of runs, i.e.
errorpkq “ 1
#runs
#runsÿ
i“0
pmi,kT ´ mˆq2.
The x´axis represents the number of episodes used for learning. The y´axis represents the error
averaged over 10 runs (solid line) and its standard deviation (shaded region). For the MFG, the error
in the approximation of the ergodic mean reduces both in mean and standard deviation by increasing
the number of episodes. For the MFC case, an oscillating behaviour similar to the one shown in figures
11, 13 is observe. As pointed out previously, the choice of ωµ “ 0.15 in the learning rates defined in
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12 allows to quicker adjustment of the mean by allocating more weights on the most recent sample. In
this way, the algorithm mimics the nature of the MFC problem at the expense of a slower and more
oscillating convergence.
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Figure 14: MFG: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.55, 0.85q
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Figure 15: MFC: pωQ, ωµq “ p0.65, 0.15q
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A Theoretical solutions for the benchmark examples
In this appendix the solutions of the following benchmark problems are presented for the linear-quadratic
models given by (11).
A.1 Non-asymptotic Mean Field Game,
A.2 Asymptotic Mean Field Game,
A.3 Non-asymptotic Mean Field Control,
A.4 Asymptotic Mean Field Control.
A.1 Solution for non-asymptotic MFG.
We present the solution for the following MFG problem
1. Fix m “ pmtqtě0 Ă R and solve the stochastic control problem:
min
α
Jmpαq “ min
α
E
„ż 8
0
e´βtfpXαt , αt,mtqdt

“
“ min
α
E
„ż `8
0
e´βt
ˆ
1
2
α2t ` c1 pXαt ´ c2mtq2 ` c3 pXαt ´ c4q2 ` c5m2t
˙
dt

,
subject to
dXαt “ αtdt` σdWt,
Xα0 „ µ0.
2. Find the fixed point, mˆ “ pmˆtqtě0, such that E
“
Xαˆt
‰ “ mˆt for all t ě 0.
This problem can be solved by two equivalent approaches: PDE and FBSDEs. Both approaches start
by solving the problem defined by a finite horizon T . Then, the solution to the infinite horizon problem
is obtained by taking the limit T goes to infinity. Let Vm
T ,T pt, xq be the optimal value function for the
finite horizon problem conditioned on X0 “ x, i.e.
Vm
T ,T pt, xq “ inf
α
Jm,xpαq “ inf
α
E
„ż T
0
e´βtfpXαt , αt,mTt q
ˇˇˇ
Xα0 “ x

, Vm
T ,T pT, xq “ 0.
where mT “ tmTt u0ďtďT Ă R. Let’s consider the following ansatz with its derivatives
Vm
T ,T pt, xq “ ΓT2 ptqx2 ` ΓT1 ptqx` ΓT0 ptq,
BtVmT ,T pt, xq “ 9ΓT2 ptqx2 ` 9ΓT1 ptqx` 9ΓT0 ptq,
BxVmT ,T pt, xq “ 2ΓT2 ptqx` ΓT1 ptq,
BxxVmT ,T pt, xq “ 2ΓT2 ptq,
(13)
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Then, the HJB equation for the value function reads:
BtVmT ,T ´ βVmT ,T ` inf
α
tAXVmT ,T ` fpx, α,mT qu
“ BtVmT ,T ´ βVmT ,T ` inf
α
"
αBxVmT ,T ` 1
2
σ2BxxVmT ,T ` 1
2
α2 ` c1px´ c2mT q2 ` c3px´ c4q2 ` c5pmT q2
*
“ BtVmT ,T ´ βVmT ,T `
"
´BxVmT ,T
2 ` 1
2
σ2BxxVmT ,T ` 1
2
BxVmT ,T
2 ` c1px´ c2mT q2 ` c3px´ c4q2 ` c5pmT q2
*
“ BtVmT ,T ´ βVmT ,T ´ 1
2
BxVmT ,T
2 ` 1
2
σ2BxxVmT ,T ` c1px´ c2mT q2 ` c3px´ c4q2 ` c5pmT q2 “ 0,
where in the third line we evaluated the infimum at αT,˚ “ ´VmT ,Tx . The following ODEs system is
obtained by replacing the ansatz and its derivatives in the HJB equation:$’’’’&’’’’%
9ΓT2 ´ 2pΓT2 q2 ´ βΓT2 ` c1 ` c3 “ 0, ΓT2 pT q “ 0,
9ΓT1 “ p2ΓT2 ` βqΓT1 ` 2c1c2mT ` 2c3c4, ΓT1 pT q “ 0,
9ΓT0 “ βΓT0 ` 12pΓT1 q2 ´ σ2ΓT2 ´ c3c42 ´ pc1c22 ` c5qpmT q2, ΓT0 pT q “ 0,
9mT “ ´2ΓT2mT ´ ΓT1 , mT p0q “ E rµ0s “ m0,
(14)
where the last equation is obtained by considering the expectation of Xαt after replacing α
T,˚ “
´BxVmT ,T “ ´pΓT2 x ` ΓT1 q. The first equation is a Riccati equation. In particular, the solution ΓT2
converges to Γ˚2 “ ´β`
?
β2`8pc1`c3q
4
as T goes to infinity. The second and fourth ODEs are coupled and
they can be written in matrix notation as
9ŔˆmT
ΓT1
˙
“
„´2ΓT2 ´1
2c1c2 2Γ
T
2 ` β
ˆ
mT
ΓT1
˙
`
ˆ
0
2c3c4
˙
,
ˆ
mT p0q
ΓT1 pT q
˙
“
ˆ
m0
0
˙
. (15)
We start by solving the homogeneous equation, i.e.
9ŔˆmT
ΓT1
˙
“ KTt
ˆ
mT
ΓT1
˙
:“
„´2ΓT2 ´1
2c1c2 2Γ
T
2 ` β
ˆ
mT
ΓT1
˙
,
ˆ
mT p0q
ΓT1 pT q
˙
“
ˆ
m0
0
˙
. (16)
We introduce the propagator P T , i.e.ˆ
mT
ΓT1
˙
“ P Tt
ˆ
mT p0q
ΓT1 p0q
˙
. (17)
By deriving
ˆ
mT
ΓT1
˙
and expressing the initial conditions in terms of the inverse of P T and
ˆ
mT
ΓT1
˙
, we
obtain
9ŔˆmT
ΓT1
˙
“ 9P Tt
ˆ
mT p0q
ΓT1 p0q
˙
“ 9P Tt pP Tt q´1
ˆ
mT
ΓT1
˙
. (18)
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By comparing the last system with (16), we obtain#
9P Tt “ KTt P Tt
P T0 “ I2
(19)
where I2 is the identity matrix in dimension 2. The solution is given by P
T
t “ e
şt
0
KTs ds :“ eLTt . In
particular, the exponent is equal to
LTt “
ż t
0
KTs ds “
«
´2 şt
0
ΓT2 psqds ´t
2c1c2t 2
şt
0
ΓT2 psqds ` βt
ff
“
„
gTt dt
bt a
T
t

. (20)
We evaluate the exponential P T ptq “ eLTt by using the Taylor’s expansion and diagonalizing the matrix
LTt . The eigenvalues/eigenvectors of L
T
t are given by
λT1z2,t :“
aTt ` gTt ˘
a
paTt ´ gTt q2 ` 4btdt
2
, vT1,t :“
ˆ
dt
λT1,t ´ gTt
˙
, vT2,t :“
ˆ
dt
λT2,t ´ gTt
˙
. (21)
Pt is obtained by
P Tt “
ˆ
pTt p1, 1q pTt p1, 2q
pTt p2, 1q pTt p2, 2q
˙
“ eLTt “
8ÿ
k“0
“
vT1,t v
T
2,t
‰
ˆ
λT1,t 0
0 λT2,t
˙k
k!
“
vT1,t v
T
2,t
‰´1
:“
:“ STt
8ÿ
k“0
DTt
k
k!
pSTt q´1 “
“ STt
˜
eλ
T
1,t 0
0 eλ
T
2,t
¸
pSTt q´1 “
“ 1
dtpλT2,t ´ λT1,tq
˜
dte
λT
1,tpλT2,t ´ gTt q ` dteλ
T
2,tpgTt ´ λT1,tq d2t peλ
T
2,t ´ eλT1,tq
pλT1,t ´ gTt qpλT2,t ´ gTt qpeλ
T
1,t ´ eλT2,tq dteλ
T
2,tpλT2,t ´ gTt q ` dteλ
T
1,tpgTt ´ λT1,tq
¸
.
(22)
In order to solve the non homogeneous case, we introduce an extra term
ˆ
hT1
hT2
˙
, i.e.
ˆ
mT
ΓT1
˙
“ P Tt
ˆ
hT1
hT2
˙
. (23)
By deriving
ˆ
mT
ΓT1
˙
, we obtain
9ŔˆmT
ΓT1
˙
“ 9P Tt
ˆ
hT1
hT2
˙
` P Tt
9ŔˆhT1
hT2
˙
“ KTt P Tt
ˆ
hT1
hT2
˙
` P Tt
9ŔˆhT1
hT2
˙
“ KTt
ˆ
mTt
ΓT1
˙
` P Tt
9ŔˆhT1
hT2
˙
. (24)
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By comparing (15) with (24), we obtain
9ŔˆhT1
hT2
˙
“ pP Tt q´1
ˆ
0
2c4c4
˙
“ 1|P Tt |
ˆ
pTt p2, 2q ´pTt p1, 2q
´pTt p2, 1q pTt p1, 1q
˙ˆ
0
2c3c4
˙
. (25)
By integration we obtain
hT1 ptq “ hT1 p0q ´ 2c3c4
ż t
0
pTs p1, 2q
|P Ts |
ds,
hT2 ptq “ hT2 p0q ` 2c3c4
ż t
0
pTs p1, 1q
|P Ts |
ds,
(26)
where hT1 p0q “ m0 and hT2 p0q “ ΓT1 p0q.
We use the terminal condition ΓT1 pT q “ 0 to obtain an evaluation of hT2 p0q “ ΓT1 p0q in terms of P TT
and m0, i.e.
ΓT1 pT q “ pTT p2, 1qhT1 pT q ` pTT p2, 2qhT2 pT q “ 0,
ΓT1 pT q “ pTT p2, 1q
ˆ
m0 ´ 2c3c4
ż T
0
pTs p1, 2q
|P Ts |
ds
˙
` pTT p2, 2q
ˆ
ΓT1 p0q ` 2c3c4
ż T
0
pTs p1, 1q
|P Ts |
ds
˙
“ 0,
ΓT1 p0q “ ´
pTT p2, 1q
pTT p2, 2q
ˆ
m0 ´ 2c3c4
ż T
0
pTs p1, 2q
|P Ts |
ds
˙
´ 2c3c4
ż T
0
pTs p1, 1q
|P Ts |
ds.
(27)
In order to evaluate the limit of ΓT1 p0q as T goes to infinity, we analyze the different terms separately.
First, we evaluate the following limit:
lim
TÑ8
1
T
ż T
0
ΓT2 psqds “ lim
TÑ8
ΓT2 ps1q “ Γ˚2 , s1 P r0, T s, (28)
where we applied the mean value integral theorem and Γ˚2 “ ´β`
?
β2`8
4
is the limit of the solution of
the Riccati equation obtained previously, i.e. Γ˚2 “ limTÑ8 ΓT2 psq. We recall that
λT2,T ´ λT1,T “
b
paTT ´ gTT q2 ` 4bTT dT “ T
dˆ
4
T
ż T
0
ΓT2 psqds ` β
˙2
´ 8c1c2 ą 0
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which goes to infinity as T goes to 8 when the term under square root is well defined. We observe that
g˚t :“ lim
TÑ8
gTt “ lim
TÑ8
´2
ż t
0
ΓT2 psqds “ ´2Γ˚2t :“ gt,
bt “ 2c1c2t,
a˚t :“ lim
TÑ8
aTt “ lim
TÑ8
2
ż t
0
ΓT2 psqds` βt “ 2Γ˚2t` βt,
dt “ ´t,
λ˚1z2,t :“ lim
TÑ8
λT1z2,t “
a˚t ` g˚t ˘
a
pa˚t ´ g˚t q2 ` 4b˚t dt
2
“ tβ ˘
ap4Γ˚2 ` βq2 ´ 8c1c2
2
:“ tλ1z2,
P ˚t :“ lim
TÑ8
P Tt “
“ 1
dtpλ˚2,t ´ λ˚1,tq
˜
dte
λ˚
1,tpλ˚2,t ´ g˚t q ` dteλ
˚
2,tpg˚t ´ λ˚1,tq d2t peλ
˚
2,t ´ eλ˚1,tq
pλ˚1,t ´ g˚t qpλ˚2,t ´ g˚t qpeλ
˚
1,t ´ eλ˚2,tq dteλ
˚
2,tpλ˚2,t ´ g˚t q ` dteλ
˚
1,tpg˚t ´ λ˚1,tq
¸
.
(29)
To evaluate Γ˚1p0q “ limTÑ8 ΓT1 p0q, we study the limit of the remaining terms:
lim
T ÞÑ8
´p
T
T p2, 1q
pTT p2, 2q
“ lim
T ÞÑ8
pλT1,T ´ gTT qpλT2,T ´ gTT qpeλ
T
2,T ´ eλT1,T q
dT e
λT
2,T pλT2,T ´ gTT q ` dT eλ
T
1,T pgTT ´ λT1,T q
“
“ lim
T ÞÑ8
1
dT
pλT
1,T
´gT
T
qp1´e
λT
1,T
´λT
2,T q
` dT
pλT
2,T
´gT
T
qp1´e
λT
2,T
´λT
1,T q
“
“ ´pλ1 ´ gq “
“ ´pλ1 ` 2Γ˚2q,
lim
T ÞÑ8
ż T
0
pTs p1, 2q
|P Ts |
ds “ lim
T ÞÑ8
ż T
0
dspeλ
T
2,s ´ eλT1,sq
pλT2,s ´ λT1,sqpeλ
T
1,s`λ
T
2,sq
ds “
“ 1
λ2 ´ λ1
ˆ
1
λ2
´ 1
λ1
˙
lim
T ÞÑ8
ż T
0
pTs p1, 1q
|P Ts |
ds “ lim
T ÞÑ8
ż T
0
1
eλ
T
1,s
`λT
2,s
˜
eλ
T
1,s
λT2,s ´ gTs
λT2,s ´ λT1,s
` eλT2,s g
T
s ´ λT1,s
λT2,s ´ λT1,s
¸
ds “
“ λ2 ´ g
λ2pλ2 ´ λ1q `
g ´ λ1
λ1pλ2 ´ λ1q .
(30)
Finally, the value of Γ˚1p0q is given by
Γ˚1p0q “ ´pλ1 ´ gqm0 ´ 2
c3c4
λ2
. (31)
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Given Γ˚1p0q, we evaluate the limit as T goes to 8 of 26, i.e.
h1ptq :“ lim
T ÞÑ8
hT1 ptq “ m0 ´ 2c3c4 lim
T ÞÑ8
ż t
0
pTs p1, 2q
|P Ts |
ds “
“ m0 ` 2 c3c4
λ2 ´ λ1
ˆ
1
λ2
e´tλ2 ´ 1
λ1
e´tλ1 ` 1
λ1
´ 1
λ2
˙
,
h2ptq :“ lim
T ÞÑ8
hT2 ptq “ lim
T ÞÑ8
ˆ
ΓT1 p0q ` 2c3c4
ż t
0
pTs p1, 1q
|P Ts |
ds
˙
“
“ Γ˚1p0q ` 2
c3c4
λ2 ´ λ1
ˆ
λ2 ´ g
λ2
p1´ e´tλ2q ` g ´ λ1
λ1
p1´ e´tλ1q
˙
.
(32)
We can conclude that
m˚t “ lim
TÑ8
mTt “
“ p˚t p1, 1qh1ptq ` p˚t p1, 2qh2ptq “
“
ˆ
m0 ` 2 c3c4
λ2 ´ λ1
ˆ
1
λ1
´ 1
λ2
˙˙
etλ1 ` 2 c3c4
λ2 ´ λ1
ˆ
1
λ2
´ 1
λ1
˙
,
Γ˚1ptq “ lim
TÑ8
ΓT1 ptq “
“ p˚t p2, 1qh1ptq ` p˚t p2, 2qh2ptq “
“ m0pg ´ λ1qetλ1 ` 2 c3c4
λ2 ´ λ1
ˆ
λ2 ´ g
λ2
´ λ1 ´ g
λ1
˙
.
(33)
Finally, the third ODE in (14) can be solved by plugging in the solution of the previous ones and
integrating. Since our interest is into the evolution of the mean and the control function, we omit these
calculations.
A.2 Solution for Asymptotic MFG.
The asymptotic version of the problem presented above is given by:
1. Fix m P R and solve the stochastic control problem:
min
α
Jmpαq “ min
α
E
„ż 8
0
e´βtfpXαt , αt,mqdt

“
“ min
α
E
„ż 8
0
e´βt
ˆ
1
2
α2t ` c1 pXαt ´ c2mq2 ` c3 pXαt ´ c4q2 ` c5m2
˙
dt

,
subject to: dXαt “ αtdt` σdWt, Xα0 „ µ0.
2. Find the fixed point, mˆ, such that mˆ “ limtÑ`8 E
”
X
αˆ,mˆ
t
ı
.
Let V mpxq be the optimal value function given m P R and conditioned on X0 “ x, i.e.
V mpxq “ inf
α
Jm,xpαq “ inf
α
E
„ż `8
0
e´βt
ˆ
1
2
α2t ` c1 pXαt ´ c2mq2 ` c3 pXαt ´ c4q2 ` c5m2
˙ ˇˇˇ
Xα0 “ x

.
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We consider the following ansatz with its derivatives
V mpxq “ Γ2x2 ` Γ1x` Γ0,
9V mpxq “ 2Γ2x` Γ1,
:V mpxq “ 2Γ2.
Let’s consider the HJB equation
βV mpxq ´ inf
α
tAXV mpxq ` fpx, α,mqu
“ βV mpxq ´ inf
α
"
α 9V pxq ` 1
2
σ2 :V mpxq ` 1
2
α2 ` c1px´ c2mq2 ` c3px´ c4q2 ` c5m2
*
“ βV mpxq ´
"
´p 9V mq2pxq ` 1
2
σ2 :V mpxq ` 1
2
p 9V mq2pxq ` c1px´ c2mq2 ` c3px´ c4q2 ` c5m2
*
“ βV mpxq ` 1
2
p 9V mq2pxq ´ 1
2
σ2 :V mpxq ´ c1px´ c2mq2 ´ c3px´ c4q2 ´ c5m2 “ 0,
where in the third line we evaluated the infimum at α˚pxq “ ´ 9V mpxq. Replacing the ansatz and its
derivatives in the HJB equation, it follows that`
βΓ2 ` 2Γ22 ´ c1 ´ c3
˘
x2`pβΓ1`2Γ2Γ1`2c1c2m`2c3c4qx`βΓ0`1
2
Γ21´σ2Γ2´pc1c22`c5qm2´c3c42 “ 0.
An easy computation gives the values
Γ2 “ ´β `
a
β2 ` 8pc1 ` c3q
4
,
Γ1 “ ´2c1c2m` 2c3c4
β ` 2Γ2 ,
Γ0 “
c5m
2 ` c3c42 ` c1c22m2 ` σ2Γ2 ´ 12Γ21
β
.
By plugging the control α˚pxq “ ´p2Γ2x ` Γ1q into the dynamics of Xt and taking the expected
value, we obtain an ODE for mt
9mt “ ´p2Γ2mt ` Γ1q. (34)
The solution of (34) is used to derive m as follows
m “ lim
tÞÑ8
mt “ lim
tÞÑ8
´ Γ1
2Γ2
`
ˆ
m0 ` Γ1
Γ2
˙
e´2Γ2t “ ´ Γ1
2Γ2
“ 2c1c2m` 2c3c4
2Γ2pβ ` 2Γ2q ,
m “ c3c4
Γ2pβ ` 2Γ2q ´ c1c2
(35)
We remark that the values of m˚t and Γ
˚
1ptq obtained in the non asymptotic case converge to m and Γ1
respectively as t goes to 8.
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A.3 Solution for non-asymptotic MFC.
We present the solution for the following non-asymptotic MFC problem
min
α
Jpαq “ min
α
E
„ż 8
0
e´βtfpXαt , αt,E rXαt sqdt

“ min
α
E
„ż `8
0
e´βt
ˆ
1
2
α2t ` c1 pXαt ´ c2E rXαt sq2 ` c3 pXαt ´ c4q2 ` c5E rXαt s2
˙
dt

,
subject to: dXαt “ αtdt` σdWt, Xα0 „ µ0.
Note that here the mean E rXαt s of the population changes instantaneously when α changes.
This problem can be solved by two equivalent approaches: PDE and FBSDEs. Both approaches
start by solving the problem defined by a finite horizon T . Then, the solution to the infinite horizon
problem is obtained by taking the limit for T goes to infinity. Let V T pt, xq be the optimal value function
for the finite horizon problem conditioned on X0 “ x, i.e.
V T pt, xq “ inf
α
Jm
α,xpαq “ inf
α
E
„ż T
0
e´βtfpXαt , αt,mαt q
ˇˇˇ
Xα0 “ x

, V T pT, xq “ 0.
Let’s consider the following ansatz with its derivatives
V T pt, xq “ ΓT2 ptqx2 ` ΓT1 ptqx` ΓT0 ptq, V T pT, xq “ 0,
BtV T pt, xq “ 9ΓT2 ptqx2 ` 9ΓT1 ptqx` 9ΓT0 ptq,
BxV T pt, xq “ 2ΓT2 ptqx` ΓT1 ptq,
BxxV T pt, xq “ 2ΓT2 ptq,
(36)
Starting by the MFC-HJB equation (4.12) given in [2], we extended it to the asymptotic case as follows
βV T ´ V Tt ´H pt, x,µ, αq ´
ż
R
δH
δµ
`
t, h,µ,´BxV T
˘ pxqµtphqdh “ 0,
where mt “
ş
R
yµtpdyq and α˚ “ ´BxV T . We have:
H pt, x,µ, αq :“ inf
α
 
AXV T ` f pt, x, α,µq(
“ inf
α
"
αBxV T ` 1
2
σ2BxxV T ` 1
2
α2 ` c1px´ c2mtq2 ` c3px´ c4q2 ` c5mt2
*
“ ´1
2
pBxV T q2 ` 1
2
σ2BxxV T ` c1px´ c2mtq2 ` c3px´ c4q2 ` c5mt2,
δH pt, h,µ, αq
δµ
pxq “ δ
δµ
`
c1ph´ c2mtq2 ` c5mt2
˘ pxq
“ δ
δµ
˜
c1
ˆ
h´ c2
ż
R
yµtpdyq
˙2
` c5
ˆż
R
yµtpdyq
˙2¸
pxq
“ ´2c1c2x
ˆ
h´ c2
ż
R
yµtpdyqq
˙
` 2c5x
ż
R
yµtpdyq
“ ´2c1c2xph´ c2mtq ` 2c5xmt,
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ż
R
δH
δµ
`
t, h,µ,´BxV T
˘ pxqµtphqdh “ ´2c1c2xpmt ´ c2mtq ` 2c5xmt,
and finally
βV T ´ BtV T ` 1
2
pBTx q2 ´
1
2
σ2BxxV T ´ c1px´ c2mtq2 ´ c3px´ c4q2 ´ c5mt2 ` 2c1c2xpmt ´ c2mtq ´ 2c5xmt “ 0.
The following system of ODEs is obtained by replacing the ansatz and its derivatives in the MFC-HJB:$’’’’&’’’’%
9ΓT2 ´ 2pΓT2 q2 ´ βΓT2 ` c1 ` c3 “ 0, ΓT2 pT q “ 0,
9ΓT1 “ p2ΓT2 ` βqΓT1 ` p2c1c2p2´ c2q ´ 2c5qmTt ` 2c3c4, ΓT1 pT q “ 0,
9ΓT0 “ βΓT0 ` 12 pΓT1 q2 ´ σ2ΓT2 ´ c3c42 ´ pc1c22 ` c5qpmTt q2, ΓT0 pT q “ 0,
9mTt “ ´2ΓT2mT ´ ΓT1 , mT p0q “ E rXα0 s “ m0,
(37)
where the last equation is obtained by considering the expectation of Xαt after replacing α
˚pxq “
´BxV T pxq “ ´pΓT2 x ` ΓT1 q. The first equation is a Riccati equation. In particular, the solution ΓT2
converges to Γ˚2 “ ´β`
?
β2`8pc1`c3q
4
as T goes to infinity. The second and fourth ODEs are coupled and
they can be written in matrix notation as
9ŔˆmT
ΓT1
˙
“
„ ´2ΓT2 ´1
p2c1c2p2´ c2q ´ 2c5q 2ΓT2 ` β
ˆ
mT
ΓT1
˙
`
ˆ
0
2c3c4
˙
,
ˆ
mT p0q
ΓT1 pT q
˙
“
ˆ
m0
0
˙
. (38)
By similar calculations to the non-asymptotic MFG case, the following solutions can be obtained
m˚t “ lim
TÑ8
mTt “ p˚t p1, 1qh1ptq ` p˚t p1, 2qh2ptq
“
ˆ
m0 ` 2 c3c4
λ2 ´ λ1
ˆ
1
λ1
´ 1
λ2
˙˙
etλ1 ` 2 c3c4
λ2 ´ λ1
ˆ
1
λ2
´ 1
λ1
˙
,
Γ˚1ptq “ lim
TÑ8
ΓT1 ptq “ p˚t p2, 1qh1ptq ` p˚t p2, 2qh2ptq
“ m0pg ´ λ1qetλ1 ` 2 c3c4
λ2 ´ λ1
ˆ
λ2 ´ g
λ2
´ λ1 ´ g
λ1
˙
,
(39)
where
g :“ ´2Γ˚2 ,
b :“ 2pc1c2p2´ c2q ´ c5q,
a :“ 2Γ˚2 ` β,
d :“ ´1,
λ1z2 :“
a` g ˘
a
pa´ gq2 ` 4bd
2
“ tβ ˘
ap4Γ˚2 ` βq2 ´ 8pc1c2p2´ c2q ´ c5q
2
.
(40)
As in the MFG case, the third ODE in (37) can be solved by plugging in the solution of the previous
ones and integrating. Since our interest is into the evolution of the mean and the control function, we
omit the calculation for this ODE.
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A.4 Solution for the Asymptotic MFC.
The asymptotic version of the problem presented above is given by:
min
α
Jpαq “ inf
α
E
„ż 8
0
e´βtfpXαt , αt,mαqdt

“ inf
α
E
„ż `8
0
e´βt
ˆ
1
2
α2t ` c1 pXαt ´ c2mαq2 ` c3 pXαt ´ c4q2 ` c5pmαq2
˙
dt

,
subject to: dXαt “ αtdt` σdWt, Xα0 „ µ0,
where mα “ limtÑ`8 E rXαt s .
Let V pxq be the optimal value function conditioned on X0 “ x, i.e.
V pxq “ inf
α
Jxpαq “ inf
α
E
„ż `8
0
e´βt
ˆ
1
2
α2t ` c1 pXαt ´ c2mαq2 ` c3 pXαt ´ c4q2 ` c5pmαq2
˙ ˇˇˇ
Xα0 “ x

.
We consider the following ansatz with its derivative
V pxq “ Γ2x2 ` Γ1x` Γ0,
9V pxq “ 2Γ2x` Γ1,
:V pxq “ 2Γ2.
Starting by the MFC-HJB equation (4.12) given in [2], we extended it to the asymptotic case as follows
βV pxq ´H px, µα, αq ´
ż
R
δH
δµ
´
h, µα,´ 9V phq
¯
pxqµαphqdh “ 0,
where mα “ ş
R
yµαpdyq. We have:
H px, µα, αq :“ inf
α
 
AXV pxq ` f px, α, µαq(
“ inf
α
"
α 9V pxq ` 1
2
σ2 :V pxq ` 1
2
α2 ` c1px´ c2mαq2 ` c3px´ c4q2 ` c5pmαq2
*
“ ´1
2
9V pxq2 ` 1
2
σ2 :V pxq ` c1px´ c2mαq2 ` c3px´ c4q2 ` c5pmαq2,
δH ph, µα, αq
δµ
pxq “ δ
δµ
`
c1ph´ c2mαq2 ` c5pmαq2
˘ pxq
“ δ
δµ
˜
c1
ˆ
h´ c2
ż
R
yµαpdyq
˙2
` c5
ˆż
R
yµαpdyq
˙2¸
pxq
“ ´2c1c2x
ˆ
h´ c2
ż
R
yµαpdyqq
˙
` 2c5x
ż
R
yµαpdyq “ ´2c1c2xph´ c2mαq ` 2c5xmα,
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ż
R
δH
δµ
´
h, µα,´ 9V phq
¯
pxqµαphqdh “ ´2c1c2xpmα ´ c2mαq ` 2c5xmα,
and finally the HJB equation becomes:
βV pxq ` 1
2
9V pxq2 ´ 1
2
σ2 :V pxq ´ c1px´ c2mαq2 ´ c3px´ c4q2 ´ c5pmαq2 ` 2c1c2xpmα ´ c2mαq ´ 2c5xmα “ 0.
A system of ODEs is obtained by replacing the ansatz and its derivatives in the MFC-HJB and cancelling
terms in x2, and x and constant:`
βΓ2 ` 2Γ22 ´ c1 ´ c3
˘
x2 ` pβΓ1 ` 2Γ2Γ1 ` 2c1c2mαp2´ c2q ` 2c3c4 ´ 2c5mαqx
` βΓ0 ` 1
2
Γ21 ´ σ2Γ2 ´ pc1c22 ` c5qpmαq2 ´ c3c42 “ 0.
An easy computation gives the values
Γ2 “ ´β `
a
β2 ` 8pc1 ` c3q
4
,
Γ1 “ 2c5m
α ´ 2c1c2mαp2´ c2q ´ 2c3c4
β ` 2Γ2 ,
Γ0 “
c5pmαq2 ` c3c42 ` c1c22pmαq2 ` σ2Γ2 ´ 12Γ21
β
.
By plugging the control α˚pxq “ ´p2Γ2x ` Γ1q into the dynamics of Xαt and taking the expected
value, we obtain an ODE for mαt
9mαt “ ´p2Γ2mαt ` Γ1q. (41)
The solution of (41) is used to derive m as follows
mα “ lim
tÞÑ8
mαt “ lim
tÞÑ8
ˆ
´ Γ1
2Γ2
`
ˆ
m0 ` Γ1
Γ2
˙
e´2Γ2t
˙
“ ´ Γ1
2Γ2
“ ´2c5m
α ´ 2c1c2mαp2´ c2q ´ 2c3c4
2Γ2pβ ` 2Γ2q
mα “ c3c4
Γ2pβ ` 2Γ2q ` c5 ´ c1c2p2´ c2q
(42)
We remark that the values of mαt and Γ1ptq obtained in the non-asymptotic case converge to mα and Γ1
respectively as t goes to 8.
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